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The new name, Cosa («Thing»), certainly stimulates one's

fantasy, but it’s also meant to give the sense of a clean

break with the past. Vespa has a glorious history, but

which has recently faded a little. Concise and in tune

with the most modern cultural tendencies, the new name

wants to efface the memory of its Vespa heritage, to

which in reality Cosa owes a lot. In fact, it shows an

evident effort to innovate, but at the same time its

fundamental formula is the same it has always been: a

stamped plate monocoque body, an engine that moves

together with the rear suspensions and many other details

we are already familiar with. It is, by the way, from the

point of view of industrial production a hard choice,

because while scooters with a tube frame are easy to

cover simply changing the shape of the overlying

structures, those made of a stamped plate are more

complex and expensive to modify. A choice however that we

must admit is exclusive and guarantees a compact

structure. Starting from this basis, the basic theme has

been brilliantly developed, aiming at a soft and

streamlined look that results very effective in terms of

both image and productivity. Other innovations are a new



synchronized braking system, a more powerful engine, more

efficient suspensions, and a more comfortable driving

position. A truly impressive number of improvements. Its

forward-leaning design gives the Cosa a fast look, which

as an added bonus improves aerodynamics, and by a 10%, to

be precise. All details are well integrated and even its

ample sides harmonize well with the overall design:

general approval was also given to the many colors the

maker proposes.

Talking about impressions on the field, an improvement in

comfort is immediately obvious thanks to the longer

monocoque: the seat is wide and comfortable also for the

passenger, even though this last must still thrust his of

her feet forward, with the possibility of obstructing the

driver’s movements.
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Well positioned and functional the various controls, with

the possible exception of the blinkers, that are perhaps

a bit too far. At long last the left control group

doesn’t turn together with the gearshift handle and this

last has a shorter and smoother stroke, even though it

does at times show some hesitation.

The instruments include, among others, a useful fuel



level indicator and a less necessary (in a scooter)

tachometer, that is however always handy to have. Still

on the subject of indicators, it must be noted that that

of the mixer oil is under the seat, therefore useful but

out of sight, and that without an indicator on the

handlebar it is possible to run out of oil, with the

consequences one can imagine.

An extremely clever innovation is the space under

the seat for the helmets and other cargo. There are

however two small problems we must point out: the seat is

hard to close, so that it must be slammed on the scooter

with some energy, and the position of the two lateral

cowlings opening levers could possibly cause damage to

the helmets’ finish.

Very convenient the automatic choke and fuel cock, so

that one doesn’t have to fiddle with levers and knobs any

more.

Important for safety is the efficiency of the lighting

system and its iodine rear lamp, however the low position

of the rear lights is not the best in terms of visibility

and protection from damage.

The starting system, both eletrical and mechanical,

reacts fast and is silent as long as one keeps the



accelerator almost completely closed. The electric

starter motor is obviously very convenient, even though

the starter pedal does not require a great deal of

energy.

The power of the engine in the 125 and 150 models has

been increased with modifications to the timing system,

to scavenging and to the structure of the combustion

chamber.

Compression has also been increased. As our lab tests

make clear, both torque and power have been improved, but

some lingering carburation problems and especially the

great increase in weight (almost 20 kg) from the PX

versions has caused some worsening of performance in out

usual tests at the Pirelli Track. The 200 motor, exempted

from these modifications, and to the contrary a little

weaker than it used to be, has suffered even more from

the weight increase.

We must note however that the three Cosa models we tested

at the Pirelli track revealed themselves to be faster

than the maker itself had declared, and by a lot. Torque

is produced regularly from the lower speeds (1500 rpms

for the 200, less than 2000 for the 125 and 150) but

there is a slowdown, especially in the case of the 125,



at higher speeds.

Because of the weight and power increase, fuel

consumption has also gone up. At a moderate speed it

remains acceptable, but with a passenger or at higher

speeds it reaches heavy motorbike levels: the 200 model

reaches 15 km/liter. Also, since the fuel tank isn’t very

large, the operating range isn’t all that great,

especially for tourism.

Some positive notes are road holding, improved thanks to

a more efficient rear suspension and tires with an

excellent grip.

A final positive note are the brakes, which we will

discuss separately. Here we will just mention that they

shorten braking times and guarantee much greater safety

margins, even in emergency situations.
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The three fundamental views of the Piaggio scooter

emphasize its «forward-leaning» lines. The stamped plate

monocoque body has been completely redesigned and no

longer has anything in common with the old Vespa. Lots of

attention have been paid to the finishing and the various

details. Parts in plastic are in Xenoy, an extremely

resilient and paint-friendly GE Plastics polymer. The



blinkers are flush with the body. Unusual the position of

the optical group underneath the license plate. Engine

and starter lever protrude a bit from the right side.

Harmonious - especially from the top - the shape of the

side hoods. The headlight deploys a halogen light.
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The glove compartment’s door behind the front cowling can

be opened pushing the ignition key in the lock. The door

and the cargo compartment are made of plastic, as are the

center of the cowling and the rear fender. Because the

cargo compartment adheres to the front cowling and the

steering column is so big, capacity isn’t large. The

brake pedal was installed further ahead than that of the

Vespa to make it more comfortable.

(4)

The controls on the handlebar: unlike Vespa, Cosa has a

fixed left control group. Only the clutch lever rotates

together with the gearshift handle, so that the electric

controls are fixed. Everything catches on precisely, but

never extremely smoothly. The electric starter button is

on the left, together with the horn and the blinkers. The

right group controls the lights. Levers aren’t perfectly

ergonomical: handles are better. The mirror and its



support are good.

(5)

The tip of the seat has a convenient hook to hang bags

from. It’s therefore possible to exploit the space

between the legs without the risk of losing something on

the way.
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To the right below the seat there is a hook for a second

helmet. On the left, next to the lube tank cap there’s a

floater level indicator. The fuel tank is in plastic. Its

shape does not consent full use of its content, and the

last half a liter cannot be used.
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Behind the left hood there’s the spare tire. At its

center, the tension regulator and, in versions equipped

with an electric starter motor, the battery. In the front

are visible the blinker connectors and the air intake

hole, which used to be under the tip of the seat and

could therefore be accidentally obstructed by the driver.

The lower part is very aerodynamically designed to

guarantee top stability and minimal friction. The lower

engine is streamlined too to limit turbulence that



negatively influences driving and increases fuel

consumption. Altogether, the lower part of the monocoque

appears to be cleaner than that of Vespa.
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First among scooters, the Cosa has a synchronized braking

system: pressing the pedal you apply both bakes with a

force precisely measured through an hydraulic circuit

possessing a pressure regulator. The lever on the

handlebar is provided for emergencies and controls the

front brake through a cable. We verified with instruments

the system’s efficiency and tested under the same

conditions a Vespa with a traditional braking system. The

results are in great favor of the Cosa, that needed 30%

less braking space than the Vespa. The Cosa also proved

itself much safer during the ride.
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The double controls, hydraulic and mechanical, of the

front brakes. The detail shows the floating shoes (used

to achieve higher friction and better grip), the

hydraulic piston (with the adjustment knobs reachable

from outside) and the openings at the pivots to

compensate the occasional excess load from the manual

control). Also visible the telehydraulic shock absorber.



(10)

As one can also see from the photo, the tail movement

that was typical of the Vespa is absent from the Cosa.

To measure exactly the braking distance, we used a low

weight, low volume spray activated directly by the brake.
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The rear brake is controlled only hydraulically but also

deploys floating shoes adjustable from the outside, in

this case through two cams rather than the front

hydraulic piston.

The photo clearly shows the floating arm and its pivot,

longer and wider respectively than their Vespa

counterparts to improve riding comfort and stability.

(12)

The complete braking system with its pump, rear pressure

regulator and hoses. Pressing lightly the pedal one

activates only the rear brake. The working diameter of

the drums has been increased from 150 to 170 mm.


